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Thanks to the very compact
dimensions of NEW ELFIN

contactors, the installa-
tion procedure is very

easy, even in particularly
difficult situations. The ope-

rator responsible for their installation will gain huge
benefits during both design and implementation
phases.  

Relays in series of the same level
cost the same, in order to

streamline the management
of purchases. This is an oppor-
tunity to be taken into serious

consideration, making particular
reference to the price range currently offered by

the market. 

Technological evolution aimed at
exceeding the products offered
by our competitors is clear in the
contactors of the X LARGE and XX
LARGE series, which are fitted
with an AC/DC electronic coil. 

A fundamental cha-
racteristic of NEW

ELFIN contactors
is their exceptio-
nal modularity.
The SMALL,

MEDIUM and LARGE
series all have the same accessories. This allows
to work in a more functional way and optimise
costs, unlike the products offered by our com-
petitors.  

Duration is fundamental in order to
guarantee a constant work flow and
optimise the investment: NEW ELFIN
contactors guarantee an average of
25,000,000 cycles of mechanical life
and 2,500,000 cycles of electrical life.
These characteristics place our contac-
tors at the top of the international pro-
duction.

Unlike what is required by other types of pro-
ducts, weight is an important aspect for con-
tactors, with greater weight corresponding to
increased efficiency and long operational life.  

The installation of contactors
and the replacement of the
coil are very easy and do not
require special tools.
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SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE SERIES LAYOUT
090AF20
090AF11
090AF02

090AM85090UT

090R22

090AL11 090IM85(1)

090R40
090R85

090AM40

090DINS 090DINM
090DINL

090C9
090C12
090C18
090C22

090C50
090C65
090C75
090C85

090C32
090C40

090AF40
090AF31
090AF22
090AF13
090AF04

1) Mechanical interlock compatibility: small, medium.
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XLARGE, XXLARGE SERIES LAYOUT

090AM400090AM250090AM150090AM120

090IM150

090R120 090R150
090R240

090R400

090R800

090A11

090C105
090C120 090C180

090C250
090C300
090C400

090C630
090C800

090C150

090IM400(1) 090IM800

1) To use with same dimensions


